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About This Game

About Game

Since the first watcher discovered its powers, Eternium was one thing that gave our watchers strength to overcome everything
and everybody that threatened our universe. Now, for the firs time Eternium itself is in great danger. For the fist time watchers
secret oath was broker and for the first time ever someone that is not a watcher knows about Eternium, knows how to get there

and is one power hungry, malicious, cruel witch.

Gameplay

The Game is inspired by epic fantasy itself and tower defense games. It is an endless wave based shooter which combines
different game genres.

You are not alone

Play online with up to 4 other people that can join anytime. The game scales based on the number of people playing which
makes it easer to play the game the way it's meant to be played - in multiplayer.

Unique characters

Play as one of distinct characters with unique abilities:
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Wizard - master of elemental forces. Sunglasses included because casting shiny spells is bad for your eyes.

Gunslinger - dual wielding gunner. Has a hidden passion for exploding things which he doesn't hide very well.

Archer - master of bow and arrow. Firearms are overrated.

Tinker - The Unstoppable War Machine.

Upgrade yourself

Use our session based upgrade system with unique upgrades for every character, as an tool to destroy even more foes.

Enemies mean business

Each enemy presents a dangerous foe - some of them will attack you, some of them will wait for your attacks to turn them
against you and some of them will increase the morale of other enemies and significantly speed up the pace. Others are visceral

flyers that aren't interested in the objective as much they're interested in destroying you.

Endless waves

See how long you can hold out against the relentless invaders and compete for the top spot on the global leaderboard as waves
get increasingly difficult.

Join our Discord channel: https://discord.gg/DX86an3

Disclaimer:
This game is not associated with any other fantasy movie, game or book.

Any similarity is purely coincidental.
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Title: Magic Realm: Online
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Software Wolf, ITC Studio
Publisher:
Software Wolf
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and later

Processor: Intel i5 6600k or AMD equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 or AMD RX 580

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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magic realm online vr. magic realm online game. magic realm online

this is the worst flight game i have ever not had the pleasure playing. simply terrible. first of all it seems to be a ios port.
secondly the graphics are♥♥♥♥♥♥poor and you can only change resolution. the ui and menu for the game is weak at best you
will always be wonder how to get out or how to get to the shop. the game provides zero help on how to do this. the control
system for the game starts out with the arrow key to fly which is really hard to use to i switched into mouse control as soon as
possible. there are also game pad controls but i didnt even bother. the in game missons are way too easy i was squaded up with a
random guy who was play the end game missions while i was still ina biplane. it didnt matter because the enemy ai just flys
strait at you and fires. there is no crzy dog fights or any thing. the historical point of the game gets thrown out the window when
i realised that the first biplane you get has dump fire missiles (im not even joking) . if you really want a decent flying game that
has skill and is still fun dont come looking here just uninstall this and goe get warthunder it does everything way better. good
graphics
-too empty
-battery life too short
-the movement is not really smooth, sometimes causing dizziness, maybe only me.... The voice acting is laughable (like, Ed
Wood or The Room bad).
You'll fight with the camera more than you will with enemies.
Half of the boss fights the boss will be off camera somewhere doing... something... if you move around at all.
Controls are all over the place.

If you thought the original was badly designed, this prequel will blow your mind.. cheap try at a bad physics game. Where is the
rest of that story . I have paid for this and now " waiting for episode 3 to 5 "
This is bad man come on get going !
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What's a bigger nightmare than your first day on the job?. The art style is very pleasing, and the game has a certain charm to it
that I really liked throughout the experience, but the actual gameplay is slow and simple.

Many times throughout the game I felt like I had already solved a puzzle early in advance. The solution was clear, I just had to
wait to complete the steps. Steps that are a slog to complete due to the slow walk speed of the characters, and the constant
backtracking that the time travel mechanic forces you through.

The puzzles themselves are too simple. As stated above you usually find yourself solving the puzzle, or whatever phase of the
puzzle you are on, in your own mind, much sooner then when the game lets you complete them. There were no moments that
really made me stop and think about the solution for any longer than 30 seconds.

And the length of the game is short. I finished it in about 2 hours. When half the game is backtracking, it makes it even worse.

For the sale price of $7.99 this game is pretty decent. But I can't recommend it at all at the normal price of 20 bucks considering
the length of the game and lack of quality puzzles.. This♥♥♥♥♥♥is fun as fuark. But some more maps, power ups, and lobby
settings would be nice!. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Good workout, if nothing else.
Physics are a little off, but not too badly. Also, what is the left hand for? Shields? When? Not fair to be fighting a full plate
armored knight with a tower shield when I don't even have a buckler.. Loved every second of it .Surprisingly fun . Great Special
moves, The cut scenes were funny . Can we get a part 2 please ?. unplayable.... its a great game but once u get so far in, your
carts keep disappearing and you have too shut game off and restart. and u gotta restart every 10-20 mins but i would love game
if it wasnt for this problem.... Very nice bus. Just make your bus collection bigger
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